
A crucial part of all SAP project cycles is moving 

data from live production systems into development 

and test environments. 

In SABMiller’s test infrastructure, there are 12 

non-production environments that require  

periodic refreshes. With refresh periods of three  

or six months, the IT team had to perform  

twenty-four refreshes annually. Prior to the  

Delphix purchase, for each refresh the team had  

to run backups overnight, which took 6 hours,  

restore the database, which took 10 hours, and  

then make name changes, which added an extra  

4 hours. This 20 hour overall process not only  

delayed project cycles, but imposed direct costs  

on the business by increasing outsourcing spend, 

using DBA time on repetitive tasks, and requiring 

redundant storage.

CASE STUDY

SABMILLER SERVES UP DATA  
60 TIMES FASTER FOR SAP  
GLOBAL ERP, HR AND  
CRM APPLICATIONS

BACKGROUND

SABMiller is a multinational brewing and beverage company headquartered in London. 

It is the world’s second-largest brewer measured by revenues, with international 

operations in 80 countries worldwide. Its brands include Fosters, Grolsch, Miller,  

Peroni Nastro Azzurro and Pilsner Urquell, and it is also a major bottler of Coca-Cola. 

In 2009, SABMiller began a global rollout of SAP for their core internal applications. Such projects typically require 

long application test cycles in order to implement new features and prove functionality, and IT was under pressure 

to reduce system refresh cycle times and get test systems back to the project teams earlier. 

THE CHALLENGE

•  60x acceleration of data provisioning

•  85 days effort saved per year

•  Reduction in storage costs

•  3x ROI from outsourced savings

KEY BENEFITS

“Delphix is an amazing and no-hassle solution.”

JOHAN KRUGER,  

TECHNOLOGY IMPLEMENTATION MANAGER



SABMiller approached Delphix to see if Data as a 

Service could remove their data bottleneck. Delphix 

engineers were able to use the platform to optimize 

SAB’s complex, partially outsourced environments. 

SABMiller now uses Delphix to provision data for 

every development or test environment, accelerating 

all SAP projects.  

Once up and running, Delphix had a dramatic impact. 

Where before it took 20 hours to provision data, now 

it takes just 10 minutes, saving SABMiller 85 days 

of effort every year. DBAs are no longer required to 

work overtime, and storage costs were halved. The 

platform has delivered 3x its price in outsourced cost 

avoidance, without introducing new management or 

resource expenses. 
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